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For each positive integer r , M. Dowd (1992, Inform. and Comput. 96, 65–76) introduced r -generic
oracles (we call them r -Dowd oracles; they are different from n-genericity of arithmetical forcing). An
oracle D is r -Dowd if every r -query tautologywith respect to D is forced by a polynomial-sized portion
of D. We propose the study of degrees and complexity of 1-Dowd oracles. Dowd also stated that no
r -Dowd oracle is recursively enumerable. However, this is false.We show, among others, the following.
There exists a primitive recursive 1-Dowd oracle; For every oracle A, there exists a 1-Dowd oracle
D that is Turing-equivalent to A; For every 1-Dowd oracle D, there exists a 1-Dowd oracle E such
that E is polynomial time many-one-equivalent to D and E is not 2-Dowd. Problems are formulated,
and analogy between the jump-operator and the operation of taking the set of 1-query tautologies is
discussed. C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the theory of computational complexity, it is often asked whether there exists a set of bit strings
satisfying a given property relating to complexity. The origin of problems of this type can be observed
in classical recursion theory. The construction of incomparable degrees due to Kleene and Post is quite
well known. The method used in such a construction is sometimes called the finit extension method
[Od89, p. 456]. We may think of it as an archetype of forcing. In fact, the introduction of arithmetical
forcing by [Fe65] and [Hi69] enabled us to deal with the finit extension method and forcing in a unifie
manner. The forcing theorem of set theory states that every sentence true in a generic extension is forced
by a forcing condition in the corresponding generic filte , and vice versa (see [Je78, p. 142]). Whereas,
suppose thatG is a generic set of arithmetical forcing andϕ is an arithmetical sentence; thenϕ is satisfie
by G if and only if some finit portion of G forces ϕ [Jo80, Lemma 2.2]. Thus, each requirement in
the finit extension method corresponds to the problem whether some finit portion of a generic set
forces the requirement, and we can restate this problem as the problem whether the corresponding set
of forcing conditions is dense.
More recently, arithmetical forcing was applied to the study of the polynomial hierarchy and its
variations [Po86, BI87, CIY97]. Since the 1980s, many applications of forcing to computational com-
plexity have appeared. It is not the aim of the current paper to give an exhaustive survey of forcing in
computational complexity. But, we remark that not only arithmetical forcing itself has been applied to
this area, but also much effort have been made to formulate feasible versions of arithmetical forcing.
One of the famous streams in this line is what is called resource-bounded genericity; an excellent survey
is presented in [Am96]. Very roughly speaking, the basic idea of resource-bounded genericity is to put
a bound on time-complexity of a finite- xtension strategy; then they formulate feasible versions of
comeager classes and open-dense classes; their concept of generic sets is formulated as sets that belong
to sufficientl many open-dense classes.
However, there are different approaches to feasible forcing. Dowd’s concept of r -generic oracles
is such an example. In this line of approach, we do not defin generic sets to be sets that belong to
sufficientl many comeager classes. We do not consider time-complexity of a finite- xtension strategy,
but consider the minimal size of a forcing condition that forces a given formula. In the most basic
cases, formulas considered are those of the relativized propositional calculus, though, later, the idea
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was generalized to (second order) arithmetical predicates [Su(a), Su(b)]. The relativized propositional
calculus is obtained by adding a set of query symbols {ξ n : n ∈N} to the propositional calculus. Each
ξ n(q1, . . . , qn) is an n-ary connective that is interpreted as the initial segment of a given oracle (we
identify an oracle with its characteristic function) up to 2nth bit string in length-lexicographic order. For
example, suppose n = 2 and A is a given oracle. Then we def ne a function A2 on {0, 1}2 as follows.
A2(00)= A(λ), where λ is the empty string, A2(01)= A(0), A2(10)= A(1), and A2(11)= A(00). And,
we interpret ξ 2(q1, q2) as A2(q1q2). The set of all relativized tautologies with respect to a given oracle
A is naturally def ned, and we denote it by TAUT[A]. We often consider, for a f xed positive integer
r , a relativized formula that has exactly r occurrences of query symbols, which we call an r-query
formula. Each r -query formula belonging to TAUT[A] is called an r-query tautology with respect to A.
The set of all r -query tautologies with respect to A is denoted by rTAUT[A]. Clearly, each relativized
tautology with respect to a given oracle A is forced to be a tautology by some f nite portion of A, where
“force” means that the relativized formula is a tautology with respect to every oracle extending the f nite
portion. However, the f nite portion (its domain) may be very big.
EXAMPLE 1. Let ∅ be the characteristic function of the empty set. For each n, let Fn be the following
formula.
0⇔ ξ n(q1, . . . , qn).
Each Fn is a tautology with respect to ∅. But, the size of the minimal f nite portion Sn of ∅ such that Sn
forces Fn (to be a tautology) is exponential in n.
Dowd def ned t-generic oracles and r -generic oracles by investigating size of forcing conditions
[Do92]. An oracle D is t-generic if there exists a polynomial p such that for each F ∈TAUT[D], there
exists a f nite portion S of A such that S forces F (to be a tautology) and the size of (the domain of)
S is at most p(|F |), where |F | is the length of (the binary representation of) F . Let r be a positive
integer. An oracle D is r-generic in the sense of Dowd if it satisf es the def nition of a t-generic oracle
for rTAUT[D] in place of TAUT[D]. Thus, these def nitions of genericity are based on an analogy of
forcing theorem rather than an analogy of the argument about dense sets. Dowd showed that t-generic
oracles do not exist, but for each r , the set of all r -generic oracles has Lebesgue measure one in the
Cantor space. He studied basic properties of r -generic oracles. In particular, if NP= coNP, then for
each r -generic oracle D in the sense of Dowd, we have rTAUT[D]∈NP[D]. Moreover, he showed that
if G is a generic oracle of arithmetical forcing then G is not 1-generic in his sense.
Convention. In the following, we use the terminology an r-Dowd oracle to denote an r -generic
oracle in the sense of Dowd. One reason is to respect the pioneer, and the other reason is to distinguish
it explicitly from n-genericity of arithmetical forcing. And, we use the terminology a tautology-generic
oracle to denote a t-generic oracle. In the following, in default of a specif cation, generic oracles and
n-generic oracles mean those of arithmetical forcing.
In our previous papers, we extended Dowd’s work. It was shown in [Su98] that for each r , the
following two assertions are equivalent:
• If A is a random oracle then rTAUT[A] is not polynomial time Turing-reducible to A with
probability one.
• The unrelativized computational complexity classes R and NP are not identical.
See Section 7 for the def nition of R; R is a well-known complexity class such that P ⊆ R ⊆ NP and
R ⊆ BPP. Note that if A is a random oracle then TAUT[A] is not polynomial time Turing-reducible to
A with probability one [BG81].
In [Su(a)], behavior of r -query tautologies relative to a generic oracle (of arithmetical forcing) was
investigated. In particular, it was shown that if G is a generic oracle then TAUT[G] does not belong
to NP[rTAUT[G]]. The proof uses an extension of the concept of r -Dowd oracles to an arbitrary
(second-order) arithmetical predicate (cf. Section 8).
Unfortunately, Dowd’s proof of non-existence of tautology-generic oracles has a passage which
certainly seems to be a fatal logical gap. More precisely, he showed non-existence of tautology-generic
oracles by using [Do92, Lemma 6], and he “proved” the lemma by showing that a certain set is sparse;
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however, there is not enough reason to explain why the set is sparse. We analyzed this logical gap by
showing a counterexample in [Su(a)].
However, by developing the study of the minimal size of the forcing condition that forces a given
(second-order) arithmetical predicate, an alternative proof of non-existence of tautology-generic oracles
was given in [Su(b)]. Moreover, an improved rigorous proof that r -Dowd oracles form a measure-one
subset of the Cantor space was also given in [Su(b)]. Preliminary versions of [Su98, Su(a), Su(b)]
appeared as chapters of the author’s doctoral dissertation [Su99].
Aim of this paper. In this paper, we propose the study of degrees and complexity of 1-Dowd oracles.
It is well known that there exists a 1-generic oracle (of arithmetical forcing) below ∅′ [Jo80]; that
is, there exists an oracle G such that G is Cohen-generic for 1-quantif er arithmetic and G is Turing-
reducible to the halting problem. However, Jockusch and Posner showed that 1-generic oracles are
immune, and hence they are not recursively enumerable [So87, p. 99] (see also [JP78, Do82]).
We consider the case of 1-Dowd oracles. In the following passage cited from [Do92, p. 72], an
r -generic oracle means an r -Dowd oracle.
Citation 1 [Do92, p. 72, lines 6–9].
Direct arguments show that the r -generic oracles are closed under complementation and f nite changes, and it follows
as in (Dowd, 1982) that an r -generic oracle is not r.e.
The last sentence can be understood as nothing but the assertion that no r -Dowd oracle is recursively
enumerable. The sentence does not mean the existence of at least one r -Dowd oracle which is not
recursively enumerable, not only because of common usage of the indef nite article in English writing,
but also because of the following contextual evidence. The cited passage appears after the proof [Do92,
p. 71] that for each r , the class of all r -Dowd oracles has Lebesgue measure one in the Cantor space.
Since every class of measure-one obviously has uncountable cardinality, it is trivial that such a class
has at least one element which is not recursively enumerable.
However, it is false that no 1-Dowd oracle is recursively enumerable. In this paper, we show that there
exists a 1-Dowd oracle which is not only recursively enumerable, but also primitive recursive. More
generally, we show that for every oracle A, there exists a 1-Dowd oracle D that is Turing-equivalent
to A (the ubiquity theorem of 1-Dowd oracles). The ubiquity theorem is shown in Section 4. The
idea of the proof is that, although lexicographic order of inf nite binary sequence is not well ordering,
some particular class of 1-Dowd oracles has a least element with respect to this ordering. None of
the following complexity classes contains any 1-Dowd oracle: NP, coNP, BPP, P/poly. We present
these examples about complexity classes in Section 5. Polynomial time many-one-degrees of 1-Dowd
oracles also have an interesting property. For every 1-Dowd oracle D, there exists an oracle E such
that E is polynomial time many-one-equivalent to D; E is also 1-Dowd but E is not 2-Dowd (the
fragility theorem on 2-Dowd property). The fragility theorem is shown in Section 6. The proof is done
by comparing the closure property of the class of all 1-Dowd oracles with that of 2-Dowd oracles. In
the remainingSections 7–9, for further studyondegrees and complexity of 1-Dowdoracles,we formulate
problems and explain their background. In particular, we discuss analogy between the jump-operator
and the operation of taking the set of 1-query tautologies with respect to a given oracle. In order to avoid
too long an introduction, we have not mentioned some results and related facts here; these topics are
summarized in Section 10. Section 10 also includes diagrams that display the relationship of complexity
classes mentioned in this paper. In Section 3, we present a basic investigation that is a prototype of
arguments developed throughout the current paper. Sections 3 and 9 are based on Chapters 8 and 6 of
the author’s doctoral dissertation [Su99], respectively.
Background knowledge. See [BDG95] for basic concepts of computational complexity, and see
[Ro67] or [Od89] for classical recursion theory. Regarding generic oracles of arithmetical forcing, a
concise explanation is given in [CIY97, Section 2], which is suff cient for reading the current paper.
In fact, Example 5 in Section 5 is the only result in this paper whose proof requires knowledge of
arithmetical forcing. Example 5 would be a so-called folklore result and we do not use Example 5
in the proofs of other results. Rather, knowledge of arithmetical forcing is helpful for understanding
the motive for our arguments. The following references are only for those who are interested in deep
background; other references of generic oracles can be found in the list of references of [CIY97]. If
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the reader is interested in the basic role of generic oracles in computational complexity, consult [Po86]
and [BI87]. Standard references of recursion-theoretical background of arithmetical forcing are [Jo80;
Kum96; Od99, Chap. XII]. See also [Od83]. As an introduction to forcing, [Kun80] is a standard
textbook.
2. NOTATION
Basic notation. If the reader is familiar with [Su99] or [Su(b)], then he or shemay skip the following
four paragraphs and go to the last paragraph in this section titled Notation Particular to This Paper.
For a set X , Card(X ) denotes the cardinality of X . If f is a function and X is a subset of the domain
of f , then f  X denotes the restriction of f to X . We denote log2 x by log x . The set of all bit strings
of f nite lengths is denoted by {0, 1}∗. The set of all natural numbers is denoted by N. An oracle means
a subset of {0, 1}∗. We identify an oracle with its characteristic function. Usually, a set of oracles is
called a class. Turing-reducibility (truth-table-reducibility, many-one-reducibility, one-one-reducibility,
respectively) is abbreviated to T-reducibility (tt-reducibility, m-reducibility, 1-reducibility) and denoted
by ≤T (≤t t , ≤m , ≤1, respectively). Recall the def nition of tt-reducibility [Od89, p. 268]. The concept
of truth-table conditions (tt-conditions, for short) is inductively def ned as follows, where X (∼) is a
unary symbol.
• For each bit string u, X (u) is a tt-condition. We call it an atomic tt-condition.
• If s and t are tt-conditions, then s ∧ t , s ∨ t, and ¬s are tt-conditions.
We say an oracle A is tt-reducible to an oracle B if there exists a recursive function
f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗
such that, for each bit string u, f (u) is (the binary code of) a tt-condition, and the necessary and suff cient
condition for u ∈ A is that the tt-condition (coded by) f (u) is satisf ed by B, where we interpret X (∼) as
membership in B. Polynomial time tt-reducibilitywas introduced and studied in [LLS75]. The following
is the basic characterization of polynomial time tt-reducibility [LLS75, Proposition 3.4]. For every set
A and B, A is polynomial time tt-reducible to B if and only if there is a deterministic oracle Turing
machine M and a polynomial time-bounded deterministic transducer T such that the following three
requirements are satisf ed.
• On each input u, T outputs (the binary representation of) a list T (u) of bit strings.
• M reduces A to B in polynomial time.
• On each input u, M only asks questions of B from the list T (u).
Polynomial time tt-reducibility is abbreviated to P-tt-reducibility and denoted by ≤Ptt . Polynomial time
counterparts of other reducibilities are denoted in similar ways.
If A is an oracle then P[A] denotes the class of all oracles that are P-T-reducible to A. An oracle
B belongs to NP[A] if there are a polynomial p and a set C ∈ P[A] such that for all bit strings u, we
have u ∈ B ⇔ ∃w ∈ {0, 1}∗ [|w | ≤ p(|u|) and 〈u, w〉 ∈ C], where |w | is the length of w . IfK is a class of
oracles then P[K] denotes the class of all oracles that belong to P[A] for some A ∈K; if C is a complexity
class such as NP then C[K] is def ned in a similar way. The polynomial hierarchy is def ned as follows.
P0 (=P0 = 	P0 ) denotes P and P1 denotes NP. For each natural number n, Pn+1 denotes NP[Pn ],
	Pn+1 denotes P[
P
n ], and 
P
n denotes co
P
n . It is easy to see P= 	P1 . The arithmetical hierarchy is
def ned as follows. 00 (=00 = 	00) denotes the class of all recursive sets and 01 denotes the class
of all recursively enumerable sets. If A is an oracle then 00[A] denotes the class of all oracles that
are T-reducible to A. An oracle B belongs to 01[A] if there is a set C ∈ 00[A] such that for all bit
strings u, we have u ∈ B ⇔ ∃w ∈ {0, 1}∗ 〈u, w〉 ∈ C . For each natural number n,0n+1 denotes01[0n],
	0n+1 denotes 
0
0[
0
n], and 
0
n denotes co
0
n . It is easy to see 	
0
0 = 	01. Our notation of the polynomial
hierarchy is based on [BDG95, Chap. 8]. Note that different usage of the symbol 	Pn appears in some
papers, especially in [BI87, Theorem 3.5]. Note also that the polynomial hierarchy is def ned as the
hierarchy of functions in some papers, especially in [Bu86], but in this paper, the polynomial hierarchy
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denotes the hierarchy of oracles in default of a specif cation. Similar convention also applies to the
arithmetical hierarchy.
Next, we review the relativized propositional calculus. The interpretation of the connective ξ n is
def ned as follows. Let A be an oracle. To clarify our argument, we explain the case of n = 3. For each
bit string, we assign the natural number denoting its position in length-lexicographic order. The empty
bit string is denoted by either λ or z(0). Likewise, 0, 1, 00, 01, . . . are denoted by z(1), z(2), z(3),
z(4), . . . , respectively. Let Str(3) be the set {z(0), . . . , z(23 − 1)}. That is, Str(3) is {λ, 0, 1, . . . , 000}.
By using the initial segment of (the characteristic function of) A on Str(3), we def ne the function A3 on
{0, 1}3 as follows. A3(000)= A(z(0)), A3(001)= A(z(1)), A3(010)= A(z(2)), . . . , A3(111)= A(z(7)).
Thus, by writing each non-negative integer k ≤ 7 in the 3-bit binary notation, we may write
A3(k) = A(z(k)).
For general cases, the n-ary Boolean function An is def ned by using
Str(n)=def. {z(0), . . . , z(2n − 1)} = {λ, 0, 1, . . . , 0n}
instead of Str(3). And, for each n, we have An+1(0q1 . . . qn)= An(q1 . . . qn). The interpretation of
ξ n(q1, . . . , qn) for the oracle A is given by An(q1 . . . qn). For each relativized formula F , 
(F) denotes
the total number of occurrences of propositional variables, constants, logical connectives, query symbols
(ξ 1, ξ 2, ξ 3, . . . ), and punctuation marks (parentheses and commas). For all positive integers r , n and
all query free formula H , 〈r, n, H〉 denotes the formula def ned as follows.
〈r, n, H〉 ≡def. “
(
r∧
i=1
(
a(i) ⇔ ξ n(q (i)1 , . . . , q (i)n ))
)
⇒ H .”
An r-query formula means a formula of the form 〈r, n, H〉 for some n and some query free formula H .
The reason why we restrict ourselves to formulas of the above form is technical, and the only important
property of r -query formulas is that they have exactly r occurrences of query symbols. If A is an oracle
and F is an r -query formula that is a tautology with respect to A, then we say F is an r-query tautology
with respect to A. rTAUT[A] (TAUT[A], TAUT, respectively) denotes the set of all r -query tautologies
with respect to A (all relativized tautologies with respect to A, all tautologies of the usual propositional
calculus, respectively).
A forcing condition means a function whose domain is a f nite subset of {0, 1}∗ and range is a subset
of {0, 1}. In [CIY97], a forcing condition is called a finite oracle. If S is a forcing condition, A is an
oracle and for every u ∈ dom(S) we have S(u)= A(u), then we say “S is a f nite portion of A” or we say
“A is an extension of S.” Suppose n is a positive integer. Func(n) denotes the collection of all forcing
conditions whose domains are Str(n). We say a forcing condition S forces a relativized formula F (to
be a tautology) if F is a tautology with respect to every oracle B such that B is an extension of S.
Notation particular to this paper. If F is of the form 〈r, n, H〉 for some positive integers r , n, and
some query free formula H , then we say the dimension of F is n. Suppose r is a positive integer. An
oracle is called r-Dowd if it is r -generic in the sense of Dowd. That is, an oracle D is r -Dowd if there
exists a polynomial p such that for each F ∈ rTAUT[D], there exists a forcing condition S such that S
is a f nite portion of D, S forces F and the size of (the domain of) S is at most p(|F |), where |F | is the
length of (the binary representation of) F . We conclude this section by stating the following convention
of abuse of the terminology “force.” Suppose F is a relativized formula of dimension n. When it is
clear from the context that Sn is a forcing condition whose domain is a subset of {0, 1}n and that Sn is
not considered to be a f nite portion of a given oracle A but to be a f nite portion of the n-ary Boolean
function An , we sometimes say “Sn forces F” in order to mean the following assertion: “For every
oracle B such that the n-ary Boolean function Bn is an extension of Sn , F is a tautology with respect
to B.”
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3. BASIC INVESTIGATION
Dowd showed that if there exists a 1-Dowd oracle D such that 1TAUT[D] /∈NP[D], then we have
NP = coNP [Do92, Theorem11].However, even ifwe replace “1TAUT[D] /∈NP[D] ” by amuchweaker
assertion, we get an interesting conclusion.
The following investigation is a prototype of arguments developed throughout the current paper. We
expect it to help the reader understand the main arguments of this paper. However, the content of this
section is merely a slight technical improvement of [Su98, Lemma 3]. Therefore, if the reader knows
[Su98] well, he or she may skip this section and go to the next section.
LEMMA 1. If there exists an oracle D such that D is 1-Dowd and 1TAUT[D] does not P-tt-reduce
to D, then we have P =NP.
Proof. In the proof, the following three concepts play important roles: size of forcing conditions,
lexicographic order, and 	P2 (=P[TAUT]).
First, as is shown in [Do92, Lemma 9], if a 1-query formula F is a tautology with respect to some
oracle X , then there exists a unique minimal forcing condition SF that forces F . More precisely, there
exists a forcing condition SF such that for every oracle A, the necessary and suff cient condition for
F ∈ 1TAUT[A] is that A is an extension of SF . Speaking in Dowd’s terminology, F specifies SF .
Review 1. The proof of the existence of SF in [Do92] can be summarized as follows. Suppose H
is a query free formula, n is a positive integer, and F is a relativized formula of the form 〈1, n, H〉. In
other words, F is of the following form.
(
a(1) ⇔ ξ n(q (1)1 , . . . , q (1)n )) ⇒ H.
Let Critical(F) be the set of all bit strings u = u1 . . . un of length n such that for at least one truth
assignment i = 0 or 1 for the variable a(1), the formula
H
[
i
/
a(1)
][
u1
/
q (1)1
]
. . .
[
un
/
q (1)n
]
(3.1)
is not a tautology. Moreover, let Fatal(F) be the set of all bit strings u = u1 . . . un of length n such that
for each truth assignment i ∈ {0, 1} for a(1), (3.1) is not a tautology. Thus, F is a tautology for some
oracle X if and only if Fatal(F) is the empty set. In this case, Critical(F) determines the unique n-ary
partial function SnF by the following property: the domain of SnF is Critical(F), and for every n-ary
Boolean function Xn , F is a tautology with respect to Xn if and only if Xn is an extension of SnF . (End
of Review 1)
Recall that, as is shown in [Su98, Lemma 3], if we can use TAUT as an oracle then the mapping
F → Critical(F) (3.2)
is computable in a polynomial number of steps in |F | + Card(Critical(F)).
Review 2. The essence of the argument in [Su98, Lemma 3] is as follows. Suppose a formula F
of the form 〈1, n, H〉 is given. We consider the complexity of pref x searching for an element of
Critical(F). Let Segment(F) be the set of all pairs 〈u, List〉 with the following property: u is a bit string
of length at most n, List is (the binary expression of) a f nite subset of {0, 1}n , and there exists a bit
string v ∈ Critical(F) such that v does not belong to List and u is an initial segment (or, a pref x) of v .
Note that the following two relations (on u, F and List) belong to NP.
“u ∈ Critical(F),”
“〈u, List〉 ∈ Segment(F).”
Consider the following procedure searching the least element of Critical(F) with respect to lexico-
graphic order. At the initial stage, we let u be the empty string and we let List be the empty set. If the pair
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of the empty bit string and the empty set does not belong to Segment(F), then we abandon the search
and we conclude that Critical(F) is empty. Otherwise, while the length of u is less than n, we extend u
step-by-step as follows. If u0 ∈ Segment(F), then we put u := u0. Otherwise, we put u := u1. Finally,
the length of u becomes n. Then, u is the least element of Critical(F) with respect to lexicographic
order. This procedure terminates within a polynomial number of steps in |F |, if we use TAUT as an
oracle. By letting List be the singleton consisting of the least element of Critical(F), in a similar way,
we can f nd the second-least element of Critical(F) with respect to lexicographic order. In such a way,
we can generate a list of all the members of Critical(F), and if we can use TAUT as an oracle, this
is done by a deterministic procedure within a polynomial number of steps in |F | + Card(Critical(F)).
(End of Review 2)
Now, suppose that D is a 1-Dowd oracle with respect to a polynomial p. Then, for each F ∈
1TAUT[D], the cardinality of Critical(F) is at most p(|F |). We consider the following (oracle free)
Turing machine M .
Turing machine M (input F : 1-query formula);
begin
1. If Fatal(F) is non-empty then output 0.
/∗ In this case F is not a tautology with respect to any oracle.
0 is the constant symbol denoting “false.” ∗/
2. If the cardinality of Critical(F) is more than p(|F |) then output 0.
3. Produce SF .
4. Output the following formula:
∧
u∈Critical(F) SnF (u) ⇔ ξ n(u).
/∗ We may regard this formula as a tt-condition. ∗/
end
Suppose that F is a 1-query formula and M on input F outputs a formula F ′. Then D satisf es F ′
if and only if Fatal(F) is empty, the cardinality of Critical(F) is at most p(|F |), and D extends SF .
Therefore, D satisf es F ′ if and only if F is a tautology with respect to D.
Moreover, the assertion “Fatal(F) is non-empty” belongs to NP. Therefore, if we have P = NP then
1TAUT[D] P-tt-reduces to D by M .
The uniqueness of the minimal forcing condition SF is a crucial property of 1-query formulas,
and this uniqueness plays an important role in the proof of the existence of 1-Dowd oracles [Do92,
Theorem 10]. As we observed in [Su(b)], there is a 2-query formula which is a tautology for some oracle
but the corresponding minimal forcing conditions are not unique. In fact, for example, consider (the
2-query formula in the sense of our formal def nition which is equivalent to) the following formula.
ξ 2(01) ⇔ ξ 2(10).
The above formula is a tautology for a given oracle A if and only if A(z(1))= A(z(2)). Thus, there are
two minimal forcing conditions that force the above formula.
4. UBIQUITY OF 1-DOWD ORACLES
As we discussed in the Introduction, Dowd states as follows, where r -generic oracles in the following
citation mean r -Dowd oracles.
Citation 1 [Do92, p. 72, lines 6–9].
Direct arguments show that the r -generic oracles are closed under complementation and f nite changes, and it follows
as in (Dowd, 1982) that an r -generic oracle is not r.e.
However, the last sentence of the above citation is false. In this section, we prove the following
theorem.
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THEOREM 2 (The ubiquity theorem of 1-Dowd oracles). For every oracle A, there exists a 1-Dowd
oracle D that is Turing-equivalent to A.
4.1. Where Is a Gap?
We f rst examine the meaning of “it follows as in (Dowd, 1982)” in Citation 1. We cite the following
passages (without corrections) from [Do82, Section 3], where “f s” means a f nite initial segment [Do82,
p. 2].
Citation 2 [Do82, p. 5, lines 15–16].
If {M Xi (x)} is a class of oracle machines, an oracle X is generic for the class if whenever M Xi is identically 1 there
is an f s F ⊂ X such that for all Y ⊃ F MYi is identically 1.
Citation 3 [Do82, p. 6, lines 12–14].
Generic oracles cannot be 1; for if X is recursively enumerable the statement X ⊆ Y can be verif ed for the oracle
Y and is true of X . Hence it is true of some f s F , and we have X ⊆ F , a contradiction.
Thus, genericity in [Do82] is a modif cation of 1-genericity of arithmetical forcing. If X is generic
in the sense of [Do82] then we have the following:
For every 01 sentence ϕ, if X satisf es ϕ then X has a f nite portion that forces ϕ. (∗)
The above property (∗) of generic oracles is the essence of the argument in Citation 3. However,
how can we show (∗) under the assumption that X is 1-Dowd? Roughly speaking, if we substitute
P1 (=coNP) for 01 then 1-Dowd oracles have a property similar to (∗), and hence no 1-Dowd oracle
belongs to P1 (=NP); we will discuss this later (Example 3 in Section 5). The passage “it follows as
in (Dowd, 1982)” in Citation 1 would be a confusion of the polynomial hierarchy and the arithmetical
hierarchy.
4.2. Review: Dowd’s Counting Argument
Dowd [Do92, p. 70] showed existence of 1-Dowd oracles by a counting argument. A modif cation
of his counting argument is the core of our proof of Theorem 2. However, Dowd’s original argument
is diff cult to follow. For a self-contained proof, we include Dowd’s argument in a ref ned form in this
section.
Recall the following notational conventions. For a natural number n, Str(n) denotes the set {λ, 0, 1, 00,
01, . . . , 0n}. And, Func(n) denotes the set of all forcing conditionswhose domains are Str(n). By the stan-
dard order-isomorphism, Str(n) ismapped to {0, 1}n . Thus, for each X ∈ Func(n), Xn is an n-aryBoolean
function. For each relativized formula F , 
(F) denotes the total number of occurrences of propositional
variables, constants, logical connectives, query symbols, and punctuation marks. 〈1, n, H〉 denotes the
following formula: (a(1) ⇔ ξ n(q (1)1 , . . . , q (1)n ))⇒ H . For each 1-query formula F , there exists a unique
minimal forcing condition that forces F . We denote the unique minimal forcing condition by SF . For
every oracle X , F belongs to 1TAUT[X ] if and only if X extends SF (see the proof of Lemma 1).
We introduce requirements in order to construct a 1-Dowd oracle. For all positive integers k, C , and
n, and for all query-free formula H , we denote by R(k, C, n, H ) the following requirement for a forcing
condition X ∈ Func(n).
R(k, C, n, H ): “Letting F be 〈1, n, H〉, if F belongs to 1TAUT[X ] then we have Card(dom(SF )) ≤

(F)k + C .”
And, for each positive integer k, C , and n, we denote by R(k, C, n) the following requirement for a
forcing condition X ∈ Func(n).
R(k, C, n): “For each query free formula H , the requirement R(k, C, n, H ) holds.”
If R(k, C, n) holds for a forcing condition Y ∈ Func(n) in place of X , we say “Y satisf es R(k, C, n).”
We follow the same convention about R(k, C, n, H ), too. It is easy to see that an oracle D is 1-Dowd
if there exist k and C such that for all n ≥ 1, D  Str(n) satisf es the requirement R(k, C, n). Now we
show the following.
FACT 1 (Dowd’s counting argument) [Do92, p. 70]. Suppose k and C are sufficiently large natural
numbers. Suppose that n is a positive integer and X is a member of Func(n) that satisfies R(k, C, n).
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Then the cardinality of the set
{Y ∈ Func(n + 1) : Y extends X, and Y does not satisfy R(k, C, n + 1)} (4.1)
is at most 2N · (1/2n+2), where N =def. 2n.
Proof of Fact 1. If 2n+1 ≤ C , then the conclusion is obvious by the following claim.
CLAIM 1. If 2n+1 ≤ C then every member of Func(n + 1) satisfies R(k, C, n + 1).
Proof of Claim 1. Suppose 2n+1 ≤ C . And, suppose that Y is a member of Func(n + 1). If F is a
1-query formula of dimension n + 1 and F is a tautology with respect to Y , then F is forced (to be a
tautology) by Y . And, the size of (the domain of) Y is at most C . Thus, every Y ∈ Func(n + 1) satisf es
R(k, C, n + 1).
Thus, in the following, we assume 2n+1 > C . We want to count the cardinality of (4.1). We have the
following.
(The set (4.1)) =
⋃
H
{Y ∈ Func(n + 1) : Y extends X, and Y does not satisfy R(k, C, n + 1, H )},
where H varies over all query free formulas. However, for those H whose length is very long, all
Y ∈ Func(n + 1) satisfy R(k, C, n + 1, H ). More precisely, since the cardinality of Str(n + 1) is 2N ,
we may assume that H varies over all query free formulas such that

(F)k + C < 2N ,
where F denotes 〈1, n + 1, H〉. That is, F denotes the following.
(
a(1) ⇔ ξ n+1(q (1)1 , . . . , q (1)n , q (1)n+1)) ⇒ H.
Throughout the rest of the proof of Fact 1, whenever we talk about a query-free formula H , F denotes
〈1, n + 1, H〉.
Thus we have the following.
(The set (4.1))⊆
⋃


⋃
H
{Y ∈ Func(n + 1) : Y extends X, F ∈ 1TAUT[Y ] and
Card(dom(SF )) > 
k + C}, (4.2)
where 
 varies over numbers such that n + 2≤ 
 ≤ (2N )1/k ; for each 
, H varies over all query-free
formulas such that 
(F) = 
.
Now, let 
 be a natural number such that n + 2 ≤ 
 ≤ (2N )1/k . And, let H be a query-free formula
such that 
(F) = 
. We want to count the cardinality of the following set (with respect to the f xed 

and H ).
{Y ∈ Func(n + 1) : Y extends X, F ∈ 1TAUT[Y ] and Card(dom(SF )) > 
k + C}. (4.3)
Note that by the standard order-isomorphism from Str(n + 1) to {0, 1}n+1, Str(n) is mapped to
{0u : u ∈ {0, 1}n}. And, the complement Str(n + 1)\Str(n) is mapped to {1u : u ∈ {0, 1}n}.
Let S0 be the restriction of SF to Str(n). That is, the domain of S0 is dom(SF ) ∩ Str(n). In a similar
way, let S1 be the restriction of SF to Str(n + 1)\Str(n).
Now, suppose that Y is a member of (4.3). Regarding the restriction of Y to Str(n), we have no choice;
it is X . Since F belongs to 1TAUT[Y ], Y extends SF . Thus Y is an extension of S1. We investigate the
size of the domain of S1.
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Let F ′ be the following.
(
a(1) ⇔ ξ n(q (1)2 , . . . , q (1)n , q (1)n+1)) ⇒ H[0/q (1)1 ].
F ′ is equivalent to F[0/q (1)1 ]. Since the restriction of Y to Str(n) is X , F ′ belongs to 1TAUT[X ].
Moreover, it is not hard to see that S0 is the minimal forcing condition that forces F ′. By our assumption,
X satisf es R(k, C, n). Therefore, the size of the domain of S0 is at most 
(F ′)k + C . Thus it is at most
(
 − 1)k + C . Hence, we have the following.
Card(dom(S1)) = Card(dom(SF )) − Card(dom(S0)) > (
k + C) − [(
 − 1)k + C] = 
k − (
 − 1)k .
In summary, every member Y of the set (4.3) (with respect to the f xed 
 and H ) is an extension of
X and S1. The domain of X and that of S1 are disjoint, and the size of the former is N and the size of
the latter satisf es the above inequality. Therefore, at most
2N − N − [
k − (
 − 1)k] = N − [
k − (
 − 1)k]
bits are saved for each member Y of (4.3). Hence, we have the following.
(The cardinality of (4.3)) ≤ 2[···], where [· · ·] = N − [
k − (
 − 1)k]. (4.4)
Next, for each 
, we investigate the number of query free formulas H such that 
(F) = 
.
Claim 2. There is a total function f :N×N → {0, 1}∗ that satisf es the following three requirements
for all n ∈ N.
• For every positive integer 
, f (n, 
) is (the binary code of) a f nite set of 1-query formulas. For
every positive integer 
 ≤ n, f (n, 
) is the empty set.
• For all but f nitely many 
, the cardinality of f (n, 
) is at most 2(
2).
• For every positive integer 
 > n and for every 1-query formula F such that the dimension of F
is n and 
(F) = 
, there exists a formula F ′ ∈ f (n, 
) such that for every oracle X , the necessary and
suff cient condition for F ∈ 1TAUT[X ] is F ′ ∈ 1TAUT[X ].
Proof of Claim 2. For given positive integers n and 
 such that n < 
, we f x a list of 
 variables
{a(1), q (1)1 , . . . , q (1)
−1}. Then, we let f (n, 
) be the set of all 1-query formulas F such that the dimen-
sion of F is n, 
(F) = 
, and F does not have any occurrences of variables which are not one of
a(1), q (1)1 , . . . , q
(1)

−1. Now, let  be the alphabet consisting of a
(1), q (1)1 , . . . , q
(1)

−1 and all symbols of the
relativized propositional calculus which are not variables. The cardinality of f (n, 
) is at most the car-
dinality of 
, i.e., the set of all -words of length 
. If 
 is suff ciently large, then the cardinality of  is
at most 2
, and we have (2
)
 ≤ 2(
2). Hence, f satisf es the three requirements mentioned above.
Recall that we assumed 2n+1 > C . Thus, n is suff ciently large. Hence, by Claim 2, for each 
 ≥ n+2,
we may assume that the number of query-free formulas H such that 
(F) = 
 is at most 2(
2). Therefore,
by (4.2) and (4.4), the cardinality of (4.1) is at most the following.
∑


2N−kg(
),
where 
 varies from n + 2 to (2N )1/k , and g is a monic polynomial of degree k − 1 such that k g(
) =

k − (
 − 1)k − 
2. Since n is suff ciently large, we may also assume that for each 
 such that n + 2 ≤

 ≤ (2N )1/k , we have g(
) ≥ g(n + 2). Hence, the cardinality of (4.1) is at most the following.
(2N )1/k 2N−kg(n+2) = 2N 2[··· ], where [· · · ] = −kg(n + 2) + (1/k)(n + 1).
Since n is suff ciently large, we have −k g(n + 2) + (1/k)(n + 1) ≤ −(n + 2).
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By the above result, Dowd observed that the set of all 1-Dowd oracles has Lebesgue measure one in
the Cantor space [Do92, p. 71].
4.3. Proof of Theorem 2
We f rst consider the special case where the oracle A in the statement of Theorem 2 is the empty set.
THEOREM 3. There exists a primitive recursive oracle D such that D is 1-Dowd.
By identifying an oracle A with the inf nite binary sequence
A(z(0))A(z(1))A(z(2)) . . . ,
we can def ne lexicographic order on the class of all oracles. That is, for two oracles A and B, the
def nition of A < B is that A = B and, letting m be the least number such that A(z(m)) = B(z(m)), we
have A(z(m)) = 0 and B(z(m)) = 1. As is well known, this order is not a well-ordering. For example,
for each natural number n, let An be the inf nite sequence 0n111 . . . ; then, the class {An : n ∈ N} forms
an inf nite descending sequence and does not have a least element. However, it is possible for some
particular class of 1-Dowd oracles to have a least element: this is the key to the solution. In the rest
of this section, lexicographic order of oracles denotes the above order. For each natural number n, we
introduce lexicographic order of Func(n) in the same way.
Proof of Theorem 3.
Construction. We f x an ordered pair (k, C) of suff ciently large integers. By Claim 1 in the proof
of Fact 1, every member of Func(1) satisf es R(k, C, 1). Let D1 be the least element (with respect
to lexicographic order) of Func(1). Next, suppose that n is a natural number and we have def ned
Dn ∈ Func(n). Suppose that Dn satisf es R(k, C, n). By Fact 1, Dn has an extension in Func(n + 1)
that satisf es R(k, C, n + 1). Let Dn+1 be the least element (with respect to lexicographic order) of
Func(n + 1) such that Dn+1 extends Dn and Dn+1 satisf es R(k, C, n + 1). Let D be the union of all
Dn’s (for n = 1, 2, 3, . . .). Thus, for every n, D  Str(n) is Dn .
Verification. For every n ≥ 1, Dn satisf es R(k, C, n). Therefore, D is 1-Dowd. In the following,
we verify that D is primitive recursive.
Suppose n is a natural number and X is a member of Func(n). First, note that X satisf es R(k, C, n)
if and only if the following holds, where N denotes 2n and f (n, 
) is the set of formulas introduced in
Claim 2 in the proof of Fact 1.
“For every 
 such that n + 2 ≤ 
 ≤ (2N )1/k and for every F ∈ f (n, 
), if F belongs to 1TAUT[X ]
then we have Card(dom(SF )) ≤ 
k + C .”
Second, X equals Dn if and only if X is the least member of Func(n) (with respect to lexicographic
order) that satisf es the following.
“1 ≤ ∀m ≤ n (X  Str(m) satisf es R(k, C, m))” (4.5)
Now, for a bit string u, we can compute D(u) by the following algorithm.
Algorithm for D (input u: bit string);
begin
1. Let n be the least n such that u ∈ Str(n).
2. In accordance with lexicographic order, for every X ∈ Func(n), check whether (4.5) holds,
until we f nd Dn .
3. Output Dn(u).
end
Hence, it is easy to see that D is primitive recursive.
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Now, we are ready to show Theorem 2. The proof is given as a “relativization” of the proof of
Theorem 3. For each oracle A, we shall construct a 1-Dowd oracle D A. If A is the empty set, then the
resulting oracle D∅ shall agree with D in the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 2. We f x an ordered pair (k, C) of suff ciently large integers. Suppose A is a
given oracle. We def ne an oracle D A by inductively def ning its initial segments on Str(n).
Stage 1. We def ne D A1 as A  Str(1). By Claim 1 in the proof of Fact 1, D A1 satisf es R(k, C, 1).
Stage n+1. Suppose thatwe have def ned D An ∈ Func(n) and D An satisf esR(k, C, n). If A(z(n+1)) =
0, then we def ne D An+1 as the least X (with respect to lexicographic order) that satisf es the following.
X ∈ Func(n + 1), X extends D An , and X satisf es R(k, C, n + 1). (4.6)
Otherwise (that is, A(z(n + 1)) = 1). Note that, by Fact 1, there are at least two X that satisfy (4.6).
We def ne D An+1 as the second least X (with respect to lexicographic order) that satisf es (4.6).
Let D A be the union of all D An ’s (n = 1, 2, 3 . . .). For every n ≥ 1, D An satisf es R(k, C, n). Thus, D A
is 1-Dowd. For each positive integer n, we can effectively compute D An from A  {z(0), z(1), . . . , z(n)},
and vice versa. Hence, D A and A are Turing-equivalent. Thus, we have shown Theorem 2.
We conclude this section by a remark on the algorithm for D in the proof of Theorem 3. It is not hard
to see that the deterministic space-complexity of D is at most exponential in a polynomial of |u|. Thus,
there is a 1-Dowd oracle in the following complexity class.
EXPSPACE =def. DSPACE(2poly).
5. COMPLEXITY OF 1-DOWD ORACLES
Although we have seen the existence of a primitive recursive 1-Dowd oracle, it is impossible to
replace primitive recursive by polynomial time computable. In this section, we present basic examples
of classes which do not contain any 1-Dowd oracles.
An oracle A is called sparse if there exists a polynomial p such that for each positive integer n,
Card(A ∩ {0, 1}≤n) ≤ p(n).
EXAMPLE 2. No 1-Dowd oracle is sparse.
Proof. The argument is similar to Example 1. Assume for a contradiction that there exists a sparse
oracle D with respect to a polynomial p such that D is 1-Dowd. Let n be a positive integer and let
{u(1), . . . , u(c(n))} be the list of all bit strings u of length n such that Dn(u) = 1, where c (n) ≤ p(n).
Instead of Fn in Example 1, consider the following formula F ′n .
(1 ⇔ ξ n(q1, . . . , qn)) ⇔
[
the bit string q1 . . . qn is one of u(1), . . . , u(c (n))
]
[· · · ] canbeobviously replacedby an appropriate formula of the propositional calculus. Ifn is suff ciently
large, then it is impossible to force F ′n by a small forcing condition, and we get a contradiction.
EXAMPLE 3. Neither NP nor coNP contains any 1-Dowd oracle.
Proof. As is stated in the beginning of Citation 1, the class of r -Dowd oracles is closed under
complementation; this fact is very easily verif ed. Thus, it is suff cient to show that no 1-Dowd oracle
belongs to NP. Assume for a contradiction that D is a 1-Dowd oracle and D belongs to NP. Then, the
following set is also in NP. {
u ∈ {0, 1}∗ : D|u|(u) = 1}.
Therefore, there exists a non-deterministic Turing machine (without oracle) M and a polynomial p such
that the following four requirements are satisf ed.
1. D is a 1-Dowd oracle with respect to p.
2. M halts for every input u within p(|u|) steps.
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3. For every bit string u, D|u|(u) = 1 if and only if there exists an accepting computation path of
M with input u.
4. p is monotone-increasing.
Fix a suff ciently large constant C . We def ne a polynomial f as follows: f (x) =def. CxC + C . Let n
be a natural number such that 2n is larger than p( f (nm)), where m =def. f (p(n)). Then, the following
assertion (n) is true for every truth assignment for free variables q
( j)
i s, if we interpret ξ
n as Dn .
(n): “If q (1)0 = ξ n(q (1)1 . . . q (1)n ) and q (2)1 . . . q (2)m is the binary code of an accepting computation
path of M with input q (1)1 . . . q (1)n , then q
(1)
0 = 1.”
We can easily interpret (n) as a 1-query formula of length at most f (nm). Since D is 1-Dowd, there
exists a subset E  {0, 1}n of size at most p( f (nm)) such that Dn  E forces (n) (recall the convention
of abuse of the terminology “force” in the last paragraph of the Notation section). But, for every bit
string u ∈ {0, 1}n\E , we can extend Dn  E to an n-ary Boolean function An so that An(u) = 0. Hence,
for every bit string u ∈ {0, 1}n\E , there does not exist an accepting computation path of M with input
u. Therefore, for such a u, Dn(u) should be 0, because requirement 3 is satisf ed. The remainder of the
proof is similar to Example 2.
Circuit complexity and 1-Dowd oracles. The class P/poly is def ned as follows. An oracle A be-
longs to P/poly if there exists a set B ∈ P and a function f :N→ {0, 1}∗ satisfying the following two
requirements:
• For every bit string u, u ∈ A if and only if 〈u, f (|u|)〉 ∈ B.
• There exists a polynomial p such that for each n, | f (n)| ≤ p(n).
It is well known that the class P/poly coincides with the class of all oracles that have polynomial
size circuits [BDG95, Chap. 5]. In the following, we summarize the relationship between P/poly and
1-Dowd oracles. The following example is a variation of [Do92, Theorem 17]. Note that this implies
Example 2.
EXAMPLE 4. No 1-Dowd oracle has polynomial size circuits.
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that D is a 1-Dowd oracle and D has polynomial size circuits.
Thus, for each n, the partial function D  {0, 1}n is computed by a circuit of size polynomial in n. A
routine argument shows that, for each n, the n-ary Boolean function Dn is also computed by a circuit
Cn of size polynomial in n. Then, consider the following assertion ( ′n).
( ′n): “If q
(1)
0 = ξ n(q (1)1 . . . q (1)n ) and Cn accepts the input q (1)1 . . . q (1)n , then q (1)0 = 1.”
The remainder of the proof is similar to Example 3.
However, the class of all 1-Dowd oracles is not the complement of P/poly. That is, there exists an
oracle which is neither a 1-Dowd oracle nor a member of P/poly. This can be observed by the following
example, which is a variation of [Do92, Theorem 16].
EXAMPLE 5. No generic oracle (of arithmetical forcing) has polynomial size circuits.
Proof. By the result of Scho¨ning [BDG95, Theorem 5.27], there exists an oracle A0 such that for
all but f nitely many n, A0  {0, 1}n cannot be computed by any circuit of size at most nlog n . Now, let
S be an arbitrary forcing condition. S can be extended to an oracle B such that B(u) = A0(u) for all
but f nitely many bit strings u. Therefore, S can be extended to a forcing condition T that forces the
following arithmetical sentence ().
(): “For some n ∈ N, there is no circuit Cn of size at most nlog n such that Cn computes the f nite
portion of the oracle restricted to {0, 1}n .”
Hence, () holds for every generic oracle.
It is known that no generic oracle is 1-Dowd [Do92, Theorem 12]. Consequently, the following
three classes are mutually disjoint: the class of all 1-Dowd oracles, the class of all generic oracles, and
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P/poly. The f rst is measure-one and meager, the second is measure-zero and comeager, and the last is
measure-zero and meager.
And, since the computational complexity class BPP is a subclass of P/poly [BDG95, Chap. 6], no
1-Dowd oracle belongs to BPP.
6. FRAGILITY OF 2-DOWD PROPERTY
Polynomial time many-one-degrees of 1-Dowd oracles also have an interesting property. In this
section, we show the following.
THEOREM 4 (The fragility theorem on 2-Dowd property). For every 1-Dowd oracle D, there exists
an oracle E such that E is polynomial time many-one-equivalent to D; E is also 1-Dowd but E is not
2-Dowd.
In order to prove the above theorem, we investigate the closure property of the class of all 1-Dowd
oracles.
We f rst discuss an easy example. Suppose that p is a polynomial and both D0 and D1 are 1-Dowd
oracles with respect to p. Suppose also that n is a positive integer and E is an oracle such that for all
u ∈ {0, 1}n , we have En+1(0u)= (D0)n(u) and En+1(1u)= (D1)n(u). Assume that F is of the form
(a(1) ⇔ ξ n+1(q (1)1 , . . . , q (1)n+1))⇒ H , where H is a query free formula and that F is a tautology with
respect to E . For each i ∈ {0, 1}, let Fi be F[i/q (1)1 ]. For each i ∈ {0, 1}, it is easy to see the following:
since Di is 1-Dowd, En+1  {iu : u ∈ {0, 1}n} has a f nite portion Si such that the size of the domain of
Si is at most p(|F |) and Si forces Fi . Therefore, if we let S be the union of S0 and S1, then S is a f nite
portion of E , the size of the domain of S is at most 2p(|F |) and S forces F .
By a similar (but technically more complicated) argument, we get the following.
LEMMA 5. Suppose that D0 and D1 are 1-Dowd oracles. Then, their join
D0 ⊕ D1 = {z(2n) : z(n) ∈ D0} ∪ {z(2n + 1) : z(n) ∈ D1}
is also 1-Dowd.
Complexity theorists and recursion theorists may have different usages of the join. For example, in
[BDG95], the join of two oracles A and B is def ned as {u0 : u ∈ A}∪ {v1 : v ∈ B}. However, Lemma 5
holds for this join, too; the verif cation of this fact and Lemma 5 is left to the reader.
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose D is a 1-Dowd oracle. Let E =def. D ⊕ D. By Lemma 5, E is also
1-Dowd. It is clear that D and E are polynomial time many-one-equivalent.
It is enough to show that E is not 2-Dowd. For each n, let Fn be the following formula.
ξ n+1
(
q (1)1 , . . . , q
(1)
n , 0
) ⇔ ξ n+1(q (1)1 , . . . , q (1)n , 1).
Of course, for each n, there exists a 2-query formula F ′n in the sense of our formal def nition such that
F ′n is equivalent to Fn and the length of F ′n is at most polynomial in the length of Fn . For each n, Fn
is a tautology with respect to E . However, it is impossible to force Fn by a forcing condition of size at
most polynomial in the length of Fn . Hence, E is not 2-Dowd.
Thus, in contrast to 1-Dowd oracles, the class of all 2-Dowd oracles is not closed under the join-
operator.
7. ONE-QUERY TAUTOLOGIES AND THE JUMP-OPERATOR
In the remaining part of this paper, we present several problems that we left open, and we explain
their background. We begin with problems relating to Lemma 1 and complexity of 1-Dowd oracles.
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Although an r -Dowd oracle is not a generic oracle, there is a resemblance between them. Again,
let ∅ be the characteristic function of the empty set. Let n be a positive integer. If G is n-generic (i.e.,
Cohen-generic for n-quantif er arithmetic), then we have:
G(n) ≡T G ⊕ ∅(n). (7.1)
That is, the nth jump of G is Turing-equivalent to the join of G and the nth jump of the empty set. A
proof of this well-known result can be found in [Jo80, Lemma 2.6]; note that the proof requires the fact
that we have 01[X ]∩ 01[X ] = 00[X ] for every oracle X . On the other hand, regarding the relativized
polynomial hierarchy, it is not obvious at all whether we have NP[X ] ∩ coNP[X ]= P[X ] for a given
oracle X . Thus, a minor variation of the proof of [Jo80, Lemma 2.6] does not produce an analogous
result for r -Dowd oracles. However, in [Su98], it was shown that for every r ≥ 1, if D is r -Dowd, then
we have:
rTAUT[D]≡PT D ⊕ TAUT. (7.2)
That is, rTAUT[D] is polynomial time Turing-equivalent to the join of D and TAUT. The reader may
think it is strange that the right-hand side of (7.2) does not depend on r . However, it is easy to see
that, for each r , rTAUT[∅] and TAUT are polynomial time Turing-equivalent. Thus, (7.2) means the
following.
rTAUT[D]≡PT D ⊕ rTAUT[∅].
For the simplest case of r = 1, the proof of (7.2) is given by the proof of Lemma 1. By using (7.2), the
following was also shown in [Su98].
FACT 2 [Su98]. For each r, the following two assertions are equivalent.
• If A is a random oracle then rTAUT[A] is not polynomial time Turing-reducible to A with
probability one: in other words, the set of all oracles A of the above property forms a measure-one
subset in the Cantor space.
• The unrelativized computational complexity classes R and NP are not identical.
R is a well-known complexity class such that P⊆R⊆NP and R⊆BPP. The def nition of R is given
as follows [BDG95]. A set A of bit strings belongs to R if and only if there exists a positive constant
ε < 1/2 and a probabilistic Turing machine M clocked by a polynomial such that every bit string in A
is accepted by M with probability more than 1/2+ ε and every bit string not in A is rejected by M with
probability one.
The author left the following problems open.
Problem 1. Under the assumption of P =NP, can we prove the existence of a 1-Dowd oracle D
such that 1TAUT[D] does not P-tt-reduce to D?
Problem 2. Under the assumption that there exists a 1-Dowd oracle D such that 1TAUT[D] does
not P-T-reduce to D, can we prove R =NP?
The following problem would be more important. As we reviewed in the Introduction, neither01 nor
01 contains any 1-generic oracle, but there exists a 1-generic oracle in 	
0
2 (=00[∅ ′]) [Jo80], whereas
Example 3 shows that neither P1 nor 
P
1 contains any 1-Dowd oracle. What about 	
P
2 (=P[TAUT])?
Problem 3. Is there a 1-Dowd oracle in 	P2 ?
Natural variations of Problem 3 are obtained by replacing 	P2 by PSPACE or EXPTIME
(=DTIME(2poly)).
The relationship of the complexity classes mentioned above shall be summarized as diagrams in
Section 10. In Section 9, we shall again discuss whether there are more analogies between the jump-
operator and the operation of taking the set of 1-query tautologies.
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8. THE FRAGILITY THEOREM AND GENERIC SEPARATION
In the case of r ≥ 2, the r -Dowd property is more delicate than the 1-Dowd property (cf. [Su(b)]). We
have to take caution against a rough argument merely being based on intuition. Regarding the ubiquity
theorem, the author has not succeeded in solving following yet.
Problem 4. For each r ≥ 2, does the ubiquity theorem (Theorem 2) hold for r -Dowd instead of
1-Dowd?
The essence of the diff culty of Problem 4 is as follows. Suppose r ≥ 2. Suppose also that k and C are
suff ciently large natural numbers. For all natural numbers n, as we did in the case of r = 1 (Section 4.2),
we can naturally introduce a requirement R(r, k, C, n) for construction of an r -Dowd oracle. Then, for
every forcing condition X ∈ Func(n) that satisf es R(r, k, C, n), does X have two different extensions
Y1, Y2 ∈ Func(n + 1) such that both of Y1 and Y2 satisfy R(r, k, C, n + 1)? Note that, for given X1 and
X2 satisfying R(r, k, C, n), their concatenation X1X2 does not necessarily satisfy R(r, k, C, n + 1).
The reason is similar to the proof of the fragility theorem (Theorem 4).
In the following, we introduce one more problem relating to the fragility theorem. In order to explain
the background of the problem, we review the relationship between forcing complexity (i.e., the minimal
size of a forcing condition that forces a given arithmetical predicate) and separation of complexity classes
relative to a generic oracle (of arithmetical forcing).
Poizat [Po86] observed that if there exists an oracle which separates two given relativized compu-
tational complexity classes, then (under certain assumptions) every generic oracle separates the two
complexity classes. This idea was extended to type-2 complexity in [CIY97]. And, it was independently
investigated in [Su(a)] that forcing complexity also has “a tight relationship” with generic oracles.
Roughly speaking, given two (type-2) predicates ϕ(X )(y) and ψ(X )(y), if we can f nd an oracle G1
such that G1 has small forcing complexity for ϕ and large forcing complexity forψ , then (under certain
assumptions) the corresponding relativized languages ϕ[G2] and ψ[G2] relative to a generic oracle G2
are separated in the sense of complexity. This method is quite helpful in the case where it is diff cult to
f nd an example of an oracle A such that ψ[A] /∈ P[ϕ[A]].
In order to review the separation theorem in [Su(a)], let us review basic concepts closely related to
Poizat’s observation. Let y be a variable for a bit string of f nite length and X (∼) a unary predicate
denoting membership in a given oracle. Suppose ϕ(X )(y) is an arithmetical predicate. ϕ is called finitely
testable (or, test fini [Po86]) if there exists a function f :N→N of the following property: for every
oracle A, for every positive integer n, and for every bit string u of length n, the necessary and suff cient
condition for ϕ(A)(u) is ϕ(B)(u), where B is the oracle such that B(v)= A(v) for every bit string v of
length at most f (n), and B(w)= 0 for every bit string w of length longer than f (n). Suppose ϕ(X )(y)
is a f nitely testable arithmetical predicate and A is an oracle. ϕ[A] denotes the set of all bit strings u
such that we have ϕ(A)(u).
In [Su(a)], by extending the method of [Po86] and that of [Do92], the following fact was shown.
FACT 3 [Su(a)]. Suppose that G is a generic oracle. Then for each positive integer r, we have the
following.
TAUT[G] /∈NP[rTAUT[G]].
The above fact was obtained as a special case of a general theorem about forcing complexity.
An oracle A is called a ceiling-generic oracle for ϕ [Su(a)] if there exists a polynomial p of the
following property: for every positive integer n and for every bit string u of length n, if we have
ϕ(A)(u), then there exists a forcing condition S such that S is a f nite portion of A, S forces ϕ(X )(u)
(i.e., for every oracle B extending S, we have ϕ(B)(u)) and the cardinality of (the domain of) S is at
most p(n).
FACT 4 [Su(a)]. Suppose that ϕ(X )(y) and ψ(X )(y) are finitely testable arithmetical predicates and
G1 is an oracle. Suppose that for every oracle A, if A(u)= G1(u) for all but finitely many bit strings u,
then the following three hypotheses hold.
(H.1) A is ceiling-generic for ϕ(X )(y).
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(H.2) A is ceiling-generic for ¬ϕ(X )(y).
(H.3) A is not ceiling-generic for ψ(X )(y).
Then, for every generic oracle G2, we have the following.
ψ[G2] /∈ NP[ϕ[G2]].
Now, the class of all r -Dowd oracles is non-empty and closed under f nite changes. Moreover, by the
fragility theorem, there exists an oracle D such that D is 1-Dowd but not 2-Dowd. Hence, by the exact
same argument as in [Su(a)], we know that Fact 3 holds for “2TAUT[G] /∈NP[1TAUT[G]]” in place of
“TAUT[G] /∈ NP[rTAUT[G]].”
Thus, separation of hierarchy with respect to forcing complexity closely relates to the structure of
coNP[G] relative to a generic oracle G. Examples of a collapse of hierarchy with respect to forcing
complexity can be found in [Su(b)].
Using our strategy of the proof of the fragility theorem, it seems useless to get “fragility of 3-Dowd
property relative to 2-Dowd property.” We left the following as an open problem.
Problem 5. Is the following assertion true for every positive integer r ≥ 2? “For every r -Dowd
oracle D, there exists an oracle E such that E is polynomial time many-one-equivalent to D; E is also
r -Dowd but E is not (r + 1)-Dowd.”
9. ONE-QUERY TAUTOLOGIES AND RANDOM ORACLES
There are many classical results about the relationship between random oracles and the polynomial
hierarchy. It is known that for every oracle A, the necessary and suff cient condition for A ∈BPP
is that the following class has Lebesgue measure one [BG81]: {X : A ≤PT X}. Therefore, “NP ⊆BPP ”
is equivalent to “{X : TAUT≤PT X} has Lebesgue measure zero.” It is also known that “NP ⊆BPP ” is
equivalent to “R =NP ” [Ko82]. In [Su98], Fact 2 (Section 7) was shown by using these facts and (7.2).
It is also known that the necessary and suff cient condition for A ∈ P is that the following class has
Lebesgue measure one [Am86]: {X : A ≤Pm X}. Thus, “P =NP ” is equivalent to “{X : TAUT≤Pm X} has
Lebesgue measure zero.”
In this section, we extend our investigation in Sections 3 and 7 and discuss whether there are more
analogies between the jump operator and the operation of taking the set of 1-query tautologies. Suppose
≤X is a concept of reducibility, such as ≤PT or ≤Ptt . We examine the nature of the following assertion
and call it 1-query-jump hypothesis for the reducibility ≤X .
1-Query-Jump Hypothesis for≤X . “The class of all oracles A of the followingproperty hasLebesgue
measure one: 1TAUT[A] does not X -reduce to A.”
We emphasize that we talk about Lebesgue measure, not about category. If we substitute “comeager”
for “Lebesgue measure one,” then the above assertion for polynomial time Turing-reducibility is a
known fact. It is easy to see that for every generic oracle G (of arithmetical forcing), 1TAUT[G] is
not polynomial time Turing-reducible to G: the proof is a paraphrase of the argument in [BGS75] (see
[Su(a)] for an alternative proof using Fact 4). And, the class of all generic oracles is comeager.
Recall the def nitions of disjunctive reducibility (d-reducibility, ≤d ), conjunctive reducibility
(c-reducibility, ≤c), and 1-question truth-table reducibility (1-tt-reducibility, ≤1−t t ). An oracle A is
d-reducible (c-reducible, 1-tt-reducible, respectively) to an oracle B if it is tt-reducible to B and every
truth-table condition used in the reduction is a disjunctive formula such as x1 ∨ · · · ∨ xn (a conjunctive
formula such as x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn , a formula of norm 1 such as x1 or such as ¬ x1, respectively), where
each xi is an atomic tt-condition. For a more formal treatment, see [Od89, p. 268]. In [LLS75], poly-
nomial time disjunctive reducibility (P-d-reducibility, ≤Pd ), polynomial time conjunctive reducibility
(P-c-reducibility, ≤Pc ), and polynomial time 1-question truth-table reducibility (P-1-tt-reducibility,
≤P1−t t ) are introduced.
The following scheme illustrates the obvious relationships between these reducibilities, where≤X →
≤Y denotes that for all oracles A and B, A ≤X B implies A ≤Y B.
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≤Pd
↗ ↘
≤P1 → ≤Pm → ≤Pc → ≤Ptt → ≤PT
↘ ↗
≤P1−t t
SCHEME 9a. Reducibilities.
The following scheme shows the relationship between 1-query jump hypotheses and famous open
problems about unrelativized complexity classes. For the time being, we introduce the symbol [≤X ] as
follows. For each reducibility ≤X , [≤X ] denotes the corresponding 1-query-jump hypothesis. PRIMES
denotes the set of all (binary codes of) prime numbers.
[≤Pd ]
↙ ↖
[≤P1 ] ← [≤Pm] ← [≤Pc ] ← [≤Ptt ] ← [≤PT ]
↖ ↙ ↓(1) -(2)
[≤P1−t t ] P = NP R = NP
↖(4) ↓(3)
“PRIMES is not NP-complete”
SCHEME 9b. 1-query-jump hypotheses.
The implication (1) holds because of Lemma 1 and the fact that the class of all 1-Dowd oracles has
Lebesgue measure one [Do92, Theorem 10]. The equivalence (2) is the special case (r = 1) of Fact 2.
The implications (3) and (4) are classical results. By Rabin’s algorithm [BDG95, Sect. 6.1], PRIMES
belongs to R. Moreover, R is closed under P-m-reducibility and we have P⊆R⊆NP. Therefore, the
implications (3) and (4) hold.
However, some of the assertions in Scheme 9b certainly hold (more rigorously speaking, we can
prove some of the assertions in Scheme 9b in Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the axiom of choice,
the standard system of set theory). We observe the following.
EXAMPLE 6.
1. If A is a random oracle then 1TAUT[A] does not d-reduce to A with probability one.
2. If A is a random oracle then 1TAUT[A] does not c-reduce to A with probability one.
3. If A is a random oracle then 1TAUT[A] does not 1-tt-reduce to A with probability one.
In [Su99], we showed the assertions 1 and 3 of Example 6 by somewhat wordy arguments. We owe
the following concise proof to the anonymous referee. In the proof of Example 6, for simplicity, we
regard oracles as functions from N to {0, 1}.
Proof of Example 6. It is enough to show the following assertions, which would be folklore results.
(a) If A is a random oracle then the complement A¯ does not d-reduce to A with probability one.
(b) If A is a random oracle then A¯ does not c-reduce to A with probability one.
(c) If A is a random oracle then A × A does not 1-tt-reduce to A with probability one.
Proof of (a). If A¯ disjunctively reduces to A then there is a recursive function f :N → N such that
∀x ∈ N[x ∈ A ⇔ D f (x) ∩ A = ∅], (9.1)
where 〈Dx : x ∈N〉 is a canonical enumeration of f nite sets.
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Now f x a recursive function f . We consider Lebesgue measure of the class of all oracles A such that
(9.1) (with respect to the f xed f ) holds. There are two cases.
Case a.1. The case where there are inf nitely many x such that x ∈ D f (x). Note that if (9.1) holds for
anoracle A then for every x ∈D f (x),wehave x ∈ A. Therefore, the class {A : A satisf es (9.1) with respect
to f } has Lebesgue measure zero.
Case a.2. Otherwise. For all but f nitely many x , we have x ∈ D f (x). We may assume that for every
natural number y, there is x > y such that D f (x) contains a number larger than y; because, otherwise,
all A satisfying (9.1) (with respect to the f xed f ) are recursive. Then there are sequences of natural
numbers 〈x (i) : i ∈N〉 and 〈y(i) : i ∈N〉 such that the following holds for every i ∈ N:
y(i) < x (i), x (i) ∈ D f (x (i)), D f (x (i)) contains a number larger than y(i),
x (i) < y(i+1) and ∀z ∈ D f (x (i)) z < y(i+1).
Now suppose that i is a natural number and we randomly choose a function g from {y(i), y(i) +
1, . . . , y(i+1) − 1} to {0, 1}. Then with probability at least 1/2, we have:
∃z ∈ D f (x (i))
[
y(i) < z < y(i+1) and g(z) = 1]. (9.2)
Thus, with probability at least 1/4, we have (9.2) and g(x (i))= 1, and in this case there is no oracle A
such that A extends g and A satisf es (9.1) with respect to f . Therefore, for a randomly chosen g, we
have:
Prob{∃A[A extends g and A satisf es (9.1) with respect to f ]} ≤ 3
4
.
Since this holds for all i , {A : A satisf es (9.1) with respect to f } has Lebesguemeasure zero in Case a.2,
too.
Since there are only countable many recursive functions, the class
{A : A satisf es (9.1) for some recursive function f }
has Lebesgue measure zero.
Proof of (b). The argument is almost the same as the proof of (a).
Proof of (c) (sketch). Fix a recursive function f :N×N→N×N such that for every (x, y) ∈ N×N,
f (x, y) is of the form (ϕ(x,y), m(x,y)), where ϕ(x,y) is (the code of) a function from {0, 1} to {0, 1} and
m(x,y) is a natural number.We investigate Lebesguemeasure of the class of all oracles A of the following
property (for this f xed f ).
∀(x, y)∈N× N [(x, y)∈ A × A ⇔ ϕ(x,y)(A(m(x,y))) = 1]. (9.3)
Case c.1. The case where there exists a natural number z such that ∃∞x∃y > x(m(x,y) = z), where
∃∞x means “there are inf nitely many x such that . . . .” Fix such z. Then there is a function ϕ : {0, 1} →
{0, 1} such that ∃∞x∃y > x(m(x,y) = z and ϕ(x,y) = ϕ). It is easy to see that {A : A satisf es (9.3) with
respect to f } has Lebesgue measure zero.
Case c.2. Otherwise. The remainder of the proof is not hard.
A positive solution for the following implies a positive solution for Problem 1 (Section 7).
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Problem 6. Under the assumption of P =NP, can we prove the 1-query-jump hypothesis for poly-
nomial time truth-table-reducibility?
10. CONCLUSION
In this section, we summarize our results by presenting diagrams.
Unrelativized hierarchy (Sections 4, 5, and 7). As is shown in the ubiquity theorem (Theorem 2),
every Turing degree contains a 1-Dowd oracle. Now, 	02 ∪ (P/poly) is a measure-zero and meager
subclass of the Cantor space. This is a class of “selected minority.” The following three schemes
illustrate the distribution of 1-Dowd oracles within this class. In Schemes 10a, 10b, and 10c, C1 → C2
denotes C1 ⊆ C2 and C1 →= C2 denotes C1C2. The symbol C+ (C−, respectively) denotes that the
class C contains 1-Dowd oracles (does not contain any 1-Dowd oracle, respectively). Whereas, C+
(C-– , respectively) denotes that the class C contains a 1-generic oracle of arithmetical forcing (does
not contain any 1-generic oracle). PrRec denotes the class of all primitive recursive sets and EXPTIME
denotes DTIME(2poly).
01-–
↗= ↘=
EXPSPACE+ →= PrRec+ →= 00+ 	02+
↘= ↗=
01-–
SCHEME 10a. Higher levels.
	P2 → PSPACE → EXPTIME → EXPSPACE+
↗
BPP− →= P/poly−
SCHEME 10b. Middle levels.
R− → NP−
↗ ↘ ↘
P− BPP− 	P2
↘ ↗ ↗
coR− → coNP−
SCHEME 10c. Lower levels.
References closely related to Sections 4 and 5 are [Do92, Sects. 2, 4, 6] and [Su(b)].
Generic oracles (Sections 6 and 8). The class of all generic oracles is measure-zero and comeager.
For each positive integer r , let rDO be the class of all r -Dowd oracles. Let tGO be the class of
all tautology-generic oracles. In addition, let C be the class of all oracles. By the fragility theorem
(Theorem 4), we have Scheme 10d. In Schemes 10d, 10e, and 10f, r is an arbitrary integer such that
r ≥ 3.
C 1DO 2DO⊇ rDO tGO= ∅
SCHEME 10d. Hierarchy with respect to forcing complexity.
Consequently, by the results in [Su(a)] (Facts 3 and 4 in Section 8), for every generic oracle G of
arithmetical forcing, we have the following scheme.
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TAUT ⊕ G <PT 1TAUT[G]<PT 2TAUT[G]≤PT rTAUT[G]<PT TAUT[G]
SCHEME 10e. Structure of coNP[G] relative to a generic oracle G.
References closely related to Sections 6 and 8 are [Do92, Sects. 3, 4; Su(a), Su(b)].
Random oracles (Sections 3, 7, and 9). By the result in [Su98] (Eq. (7.2) in Section 7) and by the
fact that the class of all 1-Dowd oracles has Lebesgue measure one [Do92, Theorem 10], the class of all
oracles A satisfying Scheme 10f is measure-one (and meager). The right-most inequality holds by the
result in [Kur83] that if A is a random oracle then we have TAUT ⊕ A <PT TAUT[A] with probability
one.
TAUT ⊕ A ≡PT 1TAUT[A] ≡PT 2TAUT[A] ≡PT rTAUT[A]<PT TAUT[A]
SCHEME 10f. Structure of coNP[A] relative to a random oracle A.
For each reducibility concept≤X , we introduced the 1-query-jump hypothesis for≤X as the following
assertion: if A is a random oracle then 1TAUT[A] does not X -reduce to A with probability one.
In Scheme 10g, [≤X ] denotes the 1-query-jump hypothesis for ≤X . 0 [≤X ] means that the 1-query-
jump hypothesis for ≤X is a theorem (of ZFC). PRIMES denotes the set of all (binary codes of) prime
numbers.
0 [≤Pd ]
0 [≤P1 ] 0 [≤Pm] 0 [≤Pc ] [≤Ptt ] ← [≤PT ]
↓ -
0 [≤P1−t t ] P = NP R = NP
↖ ↓
“PRIMES is not NP-complete”
SCHEME 10g. 1-query-jump hypotheses.
References closely related to Sections 3, 7, and 9 are [Do92, Sect. 4; Su98].
Concluding words. Although it has been about two decades since the random oracle hypothesis
[BG81] was negatively solved [Kur83], it is still a correct idea that there is a close relationship between
the polynomial hierarchy and complexity issues relative to random oracles. We hope to bridge over the
unrelativized hierarchy, generic oracles, and random oracles by developing further research on degrees
and complexity of 1-Dowd oracles.
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